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Cheadle To Die
Suprem~ Court

Rejects Appeals

This may look like a three-legged flamingo, but it's really two; one drinking and the other
grooming. It's still spring at the Rio Grande Zoo.

Ethnic Program Offers Broader Study
By Eric Keszler
For the first time at the University
of New Mexico, students will be
able to minor in an ethnic program.
On April 10, the faculty Senate
approved a minor degree in Afro·
American Studies.
The degree can be either general
or specialized when combined with
other relevant courses. The degree
requires 24 hours.
Academic affairs director for the
Afro-American Studies Program
Shiame Okunor said the program
''bridges all other academic disciplines,. by offering courses that fulfill a liberal education.
Okunorsaid a student taking U.S.
history would not be exposed to as
much material relative to blacks as
in the Afro· American history
course. "You have to take other
ethnic history courses before you
can say you have taken history,'' he
said.
Other ethnic programs at UNM
include Women's, Chicano and Native American Studies.
The plans for a minor program
have been in the works for almost a
year, Okunor said. The proposal
was approved by the Afro· American
advisory committee, the undergraduate academic affairs comrttittee, the curricula committee and the
faculty Senate, he said.
Okunor said he hopes the minor
program will altract more students.
Without the minor program, he
said, "Students would only take one
or two classes as electives. Now
somebody can take them for personal gain.''
There arc 22 courses now offered
by the program. About 10 are

offered each semester.
tured academic program," he said.
"A program without structural
For more information call the
definition has now become a struc- program at 277-5644.

WASHINGTON (UPI) The Supreme Court rejected
appeals from six death row inmates Monday, including a convicted murderer of a University
of New Mexico basketball
player.
David Leon Cheadle is sentenced to die for the murder of
former University of New Mexico basketball player Gabe Nava,
30, whom he accosted as Nava
left Ned's El Portal Bar in Albuquerque on Sept. 10, 1981.
Cheadle approached Nava and
Leslie Goodwin as they left the
bar and ordered them into a nearby alley. He robbed Nava and
shot him in the head, then
ordered Goodwin to undress and
attempted to rape her. Goodwin
later escaped and phoned police
for help.
The justices refused to review
the death sentence given to
Robert Franklin Godfrey, a decorated Vietnam veteran who shot
his wife after she threatened to
leave him, for the murders of his
wife and mother-in-law in Polk
County, Ga., on Sept. 5, 1977.
Godfrey shot both women in
the head after his wife, Mildred,
said she was suing for divorce.
Godfrey had a long history of
alcoholism, but the jury rejected
nis claim that he was temporarily
insane at the time of the killings.
Justices William Brennan and
Thurgood Marshall voted to reverse all the death sentences reviewed Monday, arguing that executions are cruel and unusual

punishment in all circumstances.
The court, voting 7-2, rejected
appeals from:
- Jeffrey Joseph Daugherty,
sentenced to die for murdering a
Florida hitchhiker. Daughtery
went on a crime spree in January
1976 in Florida that did not end
until he had murdered a store
clerk, hitchhiker Lavonne Patricia Sailer, a 60-ycar-old woman
in Flagler County, a woman in
Volusia County and a gas station
attendant.
He also killed a convenience
store clerk in Blair County Pa.
and committed various other
assaults and robberies in Pennsylvania and Virginia, according
to papers filed with the court.
- James Flowers, sentenced
to die for raping and murdering a
70-year-old widow in Gretna,
La. Flowers admitted lo robbing
the house but said a 16-year-old
co-defendant committed the murder. The pair got $80 from the
robbery.
- George Clifton Gilmore,
sentenced to die for the murder of
83-year-old Mary Luetta Watters, of Robertsville. Mo. Gilmore, of Dallas, his brother Norman and a third man entered Watters' home to rob her on Aug. 24,
1979. Gilmore shot the woman
before the men left her house.
-James Ronald Meanes,
convicted of murdering Purolator
guard Olivero Flores during an
April 21 , 1981 , robbery in the
parking lot of a Sage store just off
the Gulf Freeway in Houston.
I
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Good Grades for Democrats on NEA Report Cards
Marty Lambert, R-Bernalillo1 and state board of education candi- with personal interviews. RecomRobert Moran, R-Lea and Gene dates. At a press conference Mon- mendations wilt be made to the local
The New Mexico division of the Samberson, O-Lea were rated day, Albuquerque NEA Vice presi- NEA executive committee, who will
dent Becky Griego said question- then make the endorsements.
National Education Association lowest at zero percent.
Monday released its legislative ••renaires asking positions of educationNEA-New Mexico has begun al issues have been sent to candiport card" and announced proceEndorsements will be released •
dures for candidate endorsments for procedures for endorsing legislative dates, and these will be followed up May t.
state offices.
The reP<>rt rates state senators and
representatives on the basis of how
they voted on a number of bills involving teacher salaries and school
funding. Sen. Manny Aragon, 0Bematillo, rated highest, with his
votes paralleling the NEA position
100 percent. Sens. Ben Altamirano,
D-Catron and Grant, Edward
Lopez, D-Santa Fe. Alfred Nelson·,
D-San Miguel and Tom Rutherford,
D-Bernalillo, rated next highest
with 89 percent.
Sens. Paul Becht, R~Bemalillo,
Smitty Eoff, R-McKinley, Jack
Morgan, R-San Juan, Jack-Stahl, RBemalillo and Stephen Stoddard, R·
Los Alamos ranked lowest with ll
percent.
"·
Rankings for the House of Representatives were similar. with high
rankings going to Democrats and
low marks mostly going to Republi·
cans.
Reps. Ted Asbury, D·Bemalillo,
Thomas Atcitty, D-San Juan,
Robert Hawk, D-Bemalillo, Walter
Martinez, D-McKinley and Ruben
Smith, D-Dona Ana rated 100 per~
.
.
.
.. KIMg
cent by the NEA assessment. Reps.
NEA
New
Mexico
Vice
President
Becky
Griego
and
Executive
Director
John
Chase
release
Stephen Kennedy, R-McKinley,
their legislltlv• "report cardil at a press conference Monday.
By Steve Shoup
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Wire Report

by United Press International

Interest Groups To Face Court Ruling
WASHINGTON
Till' Supreme Court agreed Monday to Jc.
dde if political action committees
can spend millions of doll;!fs campaigmng For presidential candidates
they back, but it will not rule bel(Jrc
the November election.
Ignoring pleas by the Democratic
Party and the Federal Election Commission to rule bcfon: the upcoming
election, the justices said they will
consider the case this winter and
issue a nding sometime next year.
That leaves PACs free to spend un
estimated $40 million on 1984
candidates, including President
Reagan.
At ihsuc in the campaign spending
caw is a federal ruling striking down
a $1 ,000 limit on PAC spending to
support presidential candidates in
the general election.
PAC's- private political
groups - can spend money regardless of whether a prc;idential candidate has authori1cd it. But lhc ruling
would prevent them from spending
mnrc than $ LOOO on a presidential
\.'andidatc who receives money from
the special fedcml fund estahlio,hcd
to finance presidential <:ampaign-;.
PAt's spent some $JJ. 7 million lo
b;ll:k Reagan in 1980. im:Juding: primaries. They spent $!! millwn on
Reagan in the gencrul election -induding about $4 milliotl spent by
thl' National Conservative Political
Action Cnmmittcc <1!1d th,, Fund for
a Conservatiw M~jnrity.
Democrats argued that the .:tmscr\·ative groups e\..:cedcd the limits
SL't by the Presidential Campaign
Fund Act of 1971. That act .:rca ted a
t'cdcral presidential campaign
rund ..~ tax parers contribute t11 it hy
t heddug: a bo-: on their federal income tax form~ -- and set the
~1.000 limit on PAC ~pending for

presidential candidates to get money
from the fund.
to eliminate
the possibility that wealthy groups
could usc their financial clout to in·
nuencc a candidate.

of debate in prc>idential electoral
campaigns."
Appealing to the Supreme Court.
the government argued "expenditure limitations lie at the core of the
puhlic funding scheme" passed by
Congress.

But a three-judge district court in
Pennsylvania struck down the limit
l;1st December, saying PAC spending docs not have a serious potential
to corrupt or create the appearance
of corruption.
Upholding the limit, the C\JUrt
panel said, would give political parties "an almost impervious
monopoly over the agenda and terms

In other action, the court ended
the drug prosecution of comedian
Flip Wilson, leaving intact a California Supreme Court ruling that
ordered charges against him dropped. It also agreed to decide whether
a Virginia robbery suspect can be
forced to undergo surgery to recover
a bullet that prosecutors say will link
him to the crime.

The law was

pas~cd

Jackson Pushes for New Coalition
J('Ssc Jackson, urging blacks and
Hispanics to form a powerful "new
majority," Monday suggested that
such a coalition could replace New
York Mayor Edward Koch, a fellow
Democrat who has clashed with the
CIVil rights leader.
''When we come together. we can
win." Jackson said during a speech
to the National Hispanic Leadership
C'onfcrcm:e meeting in Washington.
D.C'.
Saying black and Hlsp.Jnic voters
together were rcsp@siblc for electing the ~·urrent mayors of Los
Angeles. Denver. Chicago and
Miami. Jackson said the increase in
minority voters generated by his
presidential campaign could mean
new clout in the future.
"If New York is to have a new
mayor in 1985, if l am to make it to
the White House in 1984. it will be
in large measure because of our two
groups, along with others. coming

together," Jackson told some 80
Hispanic leaders.
"The old minorities, in coalition,
constitute a new majority." Jackson
said.
Jackson's impressive showing in
the New York primary two weeks
ago has been described by many
Democratic leaders as a major turning point in New York City politics.
He received 34 percent of the city's
vote, with most of that support coming from blacks.
Koch helped spearhead Walter
Mondale's successful effort in the
state, and in the process strained relations with Jackson's camp.
Koch, whose term runs through
1985, condemned Jackson in a
speech at a synagogue Sunday for
failing to repudiate the support of
black muslim Louis Farrakhan.
Koch at one point said that ifJackson
became the Democratic nominee he
would not vote in the general election.

'Dr. Seuss,' Newspapers Awarded Pulitzer Prizes
NEW YORK -The Los as the Pulitzer for editorial cartoon- York Times. won for national reportAngdes Tiiii£'S, The Wall Street ing by Paul Conrad, who previously ing for his ability to convey "the
Journal. The New York Times and won Pulitzer citations in 1964 and wonder and reality nf science" in
the Bastcm Globe each captured a 1971.
stories that ranged from "space
pair of Pulitzer Prizes Monday, the
The meritorious service award is war" weapons to the mysterious tug
most prestigious awards in jour- regarded as the highest honor among of "Planet X" on Uranus and Nepnalism.
the 12 Pulitzer citations for news- tune.
A special Pulitzer was awarded to papers.
A team of seven staff members at
Karen Elliott House, newly
Thcodor Scuss Geisel, more popuThe
Bosto11 Globe won the special
larly known as "Dr. Seuss," who named as foreign editor of the Wall
local
reporting prize for a series of
after 47 years of writing children's Stl'eet Journal, won the Pulitzer for
stories
investigating racial tension in
classics such as "The Cat in the her international reporting on the
Boston. Globe chief photographer,
Middle
East.
Vermont
Royster,
who
Hat,'' finally has a book on the adult
writes the column "Thinking It Stan Grossfeld, 32, also won the
best-seller list.
The Pulitzers honor outstanding Over" in the Journal, won the Pulit- spot news photography award for
achievements by newspapers as well zer for commentary, his second pictures from Lebanon showing the
faces of men, women and children
as excmplaty perfonnance in seven award.
House, 36, of the Journal, was caught in the tragedy, fear and viocategories of arts and letters. They
lence of war.
have been awarded annually since cited for her stories that correctly
The awards, announced by the
anticipated the problems of the
1917.
The Los A11geles Times won the Reagan administration's Middle Pulitzer Prize Board at the Columbia
1984 Pulitzer Prize for meritorious East peace plan and broke the news University School of Journalism,
public service for an in-depth ex· of secret promises Reagan made to are worth $1,000 in each category,
except the Meritorious Public Seramination of Southern California's King Hussein of Jordan.
John Noble Wilford, of The New vice Award, which is a gold medal.
growing Latino community as well

Easter Clothing

Sale
20%

Bombing Coincidental
border 360 miles from the Namibian capital of Windhoek.
The explosives, apparently
packed in a cooking gas can of
the type used on camping trips,
also killed a civilian in another
vehicle and a station attendant.
Crabtree, a military attache at
the U.S. embassy in the South
African capital of Pretoria until
he was assigned to the U.S.
Liaison office in Windhoek five
weeks ago, died instantly.

WINDHOEK. South-W<)st
Alrka - Th~! bomb that killed
two U.S. diplomats in South·
West Africa docs not appear to
have been intended for the Amcric;tns and instead may have been
a "pure act of terror," officials
said Monday.
An American official said the
U.S. liaison office in the disputed
tt·rritory would remain open despite the attack.
"There is a real possibility it
was a mere coincidence, mere
chance," said a South-West
African government official. "It
was a pure act of terror."
''The police arc pursuing an
intensive investigation but there
is no immediate evidence that the
attack was aimed specifically at
these men," police inspector
Kicrie du Rand said.
Howard Jeter, a diplomat
attached to the U.S. Liaison
Office in Windhoek, appeared to
support theory that the attack was
random.
South African officials, who
administer the tenitory in violation of U.N. resolutions, blamed
the rebel South-West African
Peoples Organization for setting
the bomb that exploded at a gas
station Sunday. killing the head
of the liaison office and a military
adviser.
"To my knowledge, SWAPO
has never opposed our presence
in Namibia,'' said Jeter.
But SWAPO, whose proindependence guerrillas have
fought a 17-ycar war again<>t
South African control of the territory, also known as Namibia, denied involvement in the blast. In
statements in Zambia and Algeria, SWAPO said South Africa
was responsible for the blast.
The bomb killed U.S. Liaison
office head Dennis Keogh and
Lt. Col. Ken Crabtree when it
exploded ncar their Toyota Land
Cruiser as they filled up with gas
in Oshakati, near the Angolan

Keogh, a 44-year-old native of
Washington D.C. who was scheduled to return to Washington
next week, died of severe burns
on the way to the hospital.
Their bodies were flown to an
air base outside Pretoria Monday
and were to be returned to the
United States Tuesday.
The force of the afternoon
blast also wrecked six fuel pump~
and destroyed the station's roof.
The U.S. liaison office in Windhoek was opened six weeks ago
to help monitor a U.S.-mediatcd
cease-fire agreement between
South Africa and Angola.
Diplomatic sources said U.S.
officials in Namibia had never
felt themselves at risk from
SWAPO and that Keogh and
Crabtree were traveling without
protection when they died on
their way to a South African
briefing about the cease-fire.
As part of the Feb. 15 accord,
South African troops have been
pulling out of southern Angola
and Angolan authorities arc seeking to keep SWAPO guerrillas
out of the zone, which borders
Namibia.
SW APO has said it would hon·
or the truce in Angola but intensify opcr<ttions in Namibia.
Licses Mpclcne, who manages
the gas station in Oshakati, said it
was the third time in three years
that the business was bombed but
the earlier blasts caused no
casualties. The station is partly
state owned.

Police Seek Clues in Mass Killing
NEW YORK - A force of 75 Nicastro said the shootings appeared
detectives Monday sought two men to be simultaneous and the work of
wanted for the drug-related Palm two killers, judging by shell casings
Sunday massacre of eight children found on the floor from .38-caliber
and two women shot in the head at and .22-calibcr pistols.
point-blank range, the worst mass
The massacre could have been a
murder in the city's history.
"reprisal killing" to exact revenge
A pregnant woman, still holding a on adults by killing their children, he
spoon to feed her children, her said. Drug paraphernalia, including
cousin and eight children all were foil wrappers and lactose, used to
shot in the head in a Brooklyn apart- dilute heroin, was found in the living
ment about 2 p.m. Sunday.
room.
An I l·month-old girl was the
All the victims were Hispanic, but
only survivor of the attack. Deputy no evidence had been found to link
Police Commissioner Patrick Mur- the executions to the Colombian
phy said the infant may have been drug trade, often associated with
left for dead because she was co· "this kind of conduct, specifically
vered with blood.
the shooting of children," Murphy
Chief of Detectives Richard said.

The Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico election will be held April 25 and tbe
ballots will be complete with
candidates and &. budget.
ASUNM Elections Commission Chairman Ken Patterson
said Monday the ballots will in·
elude the names of five candidates for president, three for vice
president and eight for the Senate. Since the eight candidates
will fill only two-thirds of the
dozen senate seats available,
space will be included on the ballot for several write-in candidate~. Patterson said he knows of
at least eight students running
write-in campaigns.
Undergraduate students may
vote at I 4 places on campus between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. April

25.
Patterson said pollworkcrs arc
needed and will be paid $3.50 an
hour the day of the election. Interested students can contact Patterson at 277-5528.
The election was originally
scheduled for April 4, but was
postponed by ASUNM President
Dan Serrano because ofa conflict
over whether the budget would
be included on the general election ballot.

Latin American Institute To Open Doors
By Maria DeVarenne
"The more the United States becomes involved in Central and Latin
America, the more important it is to
become knowledgeable about the
issues concerning Latin America,"
said Dcidre Kitchen.
The University of New Mexico's
Latin American Institute will be
having an open house from 11 :30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Wednesday.
Kitchen, Institute recruitment
coordinator said, "The open house
is scheduled to provide open information on the Latin American
Studies program."
She said the Institute would like to
make students ''aware of what other
campus and community organizations do with regards to Latin
America.''
Program Specialist Vickie Nelson
said the open hou>e will include
food, a presentation at 12:30 p.m.
by Tcatro Aguaccro dealing with
Hispanic life and Lati11 American
folk music by Ana Gilda Leon at
2:30p.m.
The Institute offers academic
programs, research ~upport and out•
reach activitcs.
Exchanges with Latin American
institutions for ~tudents and faculty
members have been encouraged by
formal agreements between UNM
and institutes in Argentina, Brazil,
Costa Rica, Mexico, Peru and Uraguay.
Nancy Morrb, vice-president of
the Student Organization for Latin
American Studies said SOLAS includes about 25 undergrnduatc and
graduate students.

Meditation Can Relieve Tension
By Eric Keszler
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Exams, papers and grades arc all necessary parts of college life which may
cause tension. Students looking for a way to relieve this tension without
quitting school can turn to a relaxation technique called transcendental
meditation.
There is chartered student organization at the University of New Mexico
that is part of the International Meditation Society.
President of the on-campus club and UNM undergraduate Chuck Hunner
said, "The University environment is stressful and students feel the need to
excel. Meditation allows you to relax, and in the long run increases intelligence.''
· Two million people have been taught to meditate in this country, he said.
The four-year-old UNM club has 15 members, Hunner said. ''The movement has been q11iet in past years. We want to assume a higher profile and get
new students involved," he said,
Transcendental meditation was founded by the Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
and brought to the west 25 years ago. It involves two 20 minute meditation
sessions a day, once in the momine and once in the evening, Hunner said.
Hunncr said the loosely organized UNM chapter holds gro11p meditations,
parties and hopes to sponsor speakers at the University .about once a mon_th.
There will be several introductory talks Wednesday m the Student Umon
Building by Kurt and Christy Kleinschultz, both Albuquerque meditation
teachers.
Wednesday's talks will be held in the SUB. Room/30 at noon, 1 p.m., 2
p.m. and in Room 231 at 7:30p.m.

The Latin American Institute is holding an open house Wednesday to provide information on
Latin American Studies.

Officials Capture Kung Fu Mountain
Man; Spent 10 Months in Gila Forest
SILVER CITY (UPI)- A
"Kung Fu mountain man" who said
he wanted to start a tribe in the Gila
Forest has been arrested by Grant
County officials who found him in a
cave he has made his home for nearly a year.
Steve Harvill, district supervisor
of the New Mexico Department of
Game and Fish, Monday said Martin
Jay Price was being held in the county jail on nine third degree felony
counts of larceny of livestock, five
felony counts of illegal killing of
deer, two counts of burglary, two
counts of criminal damage and six
counts of petty larceny and littering.
Harvill said Price had been living
in a cave in Panther Canyon three or
four miles from the mouth of the
Sapillo Creek on a remote section of
the Gila River.
•'He had a little bit of plastic and a
part of an old tarp stretched up for a
wind break, and everything he owned in the world in this cave,' • Harvill
said.
Harvill, two other game and fish
officers and a state police sergeant
arrested Price last Thursday, Harvill
said the officers had an idea Price
wa~ in the area and they began pat-

rolling the wilderness on horseback.
Last June, Harvill said offic~rs
found an abandoned station wagon
that belonged to Price's father.
"He left his father a note that he
was in trouble, was in the woods and
was not going to come out," Harvill
said.
Officers Monday said they were
unsure what kind of trouble Price
was in, and said they had not yet
found him listed as wanted in any
states.
"He entered the wilderness about
June 15. Hesaidthathewasbecoming hostile toward people and didn't
like life on the outside and went to
the woods to be what he calls a 'natural man'," Harvill said.
"He describes himself as a 'Kung
Fu mountain man.' He's had martial
arts training and has had military
training in weapons and selfdefense."
Although Harvill says the officers
gave him no chance to offer resistance, Price was armed with a pistol,
two rifles and 1,800 rounds of
ammunition when he captured.
"He stole quite a bit of food up
and down the river from several
cowboy camps. He made a practice

of stealing food and uten~ils. He al~o
broke into a cabin that belongs to u;
in r¥Hiier Springs." he said.
A journal kept by Price detailed
the killing of animals, his thought~
about past experiences and what
he's doing now, Harvill said.
"His eventual aim was to have a
small tribe of mountain people in the
area. He talks about wanting to grab
off a little girl to raise in there,"
Harvill said.
Harvill said the address on Price's
driver's license is Peoria, Ariz.
Price was born in Illinois and had
lived in and around the Tuscan area,
Harvill said. Prior to coming to New
Mexico, Harvill said Price lived in
Washburn, N.D.
Price is being held on a $25,000
bond and as of Monday had not
made any phone calls or attempted
to post bond, Harvill said.
Although Harvill said that over
the years he has dealt with several
cases in which people wanted by the
law had gone to live on the Forest
Service wilderness land, he said
Price is the first person he knows of
who had plans to live there indefinitely.
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AreatYou Hungry?~~·

Continues

So take a bite, and enjoy a
great-tasting, flame broiled
Burger King® burger now.

oft

General Stores
111 Harvard SE
8117 Menaul NE

Student
Elections
Slated

(across from UNM)
403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa Fe

-•

BuyoneWHOPPER·sandwleh,
ge' another WHOPPER free.
Please present this coupon before ordering.
Umit one coupon per customer.
Void where prohibited by law.
This offer expires April 30, 1984
Good only al1916 Central S.E.

We have the accessories
to make your
adventures more fun/

1916 Central Ave. SE
~

Ill!
- ~
rmTd

Have it JOUr way.

2300 Central, SE

Come see us sometime!
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon. thru Sat•

Central and Harvard
(Across from UNM)

Phone 268·4504

~--------------------------------------------·
•

3809 Central NE

266-2876
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Court Hears Debate

---Editorial--Senate Action Weak

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

....------..::;.......,
r--------.
t.E.Stoli£., MONflAY IS ff!£.
'fi\Otlt€fi.IIOO/l Of 5TAMM€RINC7
WOfi.M FAfl.lr'a~ "' "(1}{_5[1AY.
'805TONIANS fOR BilfJC'I!A .
WffJNf.SI11W 'TH< bi!Y
SPfi.WNKGRfJ A550CIItl!ON":

The Reagan administration in secretly aiding the mining of Nicaraguan waters has drawn the United States one step closer to a
seemingly inevitable war.
Never has the danger of the "imperial presidency" been so glaring
since the early '70s, when President Nixon, without congressional
authori~ation, invaded Cambodia and supported Saigon's invasion of
Laos. Such presidential abuses as the':le sent 50,000 American soldiers to their deaths in an undeclared war.
The non-binding resolution the Senate passed last week, calling for
a halt to U.S.-sponsored mining, is a weak check on executive excess.
Congress will only be effective in keeping the United States out of an
armed conflict if it steadfastly refuses to finance Reagan's war. Members of Congress have expressed outrage at the deception of the CIA
and the State Department, but they will be just as much to blame for a
Central American conflict as those Congressmen who continued to
pass appropriations for the Vietnam War right up until April 1975.
For the past two decades, Americans have encouraged the ascendancy of our presidency. Now, we must use the check of public
opinion- or outrage- to balance the overdrawn account of presidential power. We must invest our faith in Congress now, and hope it
WASHINGTON~ The good,
holds to its threat to kill the bill that would provide CIA-backed rebels gray New York Times was very
in Nicaragua $21 million.
annoyed with the television networks after the New York primary. They had been abusing exit
polls again.
Two hours before polling
places closed, NBC was telling
viewers that "Mondale appears
to be winning by a decisive margin." On CBS, Dan Rather hinted,
"This may be a big night for WalEditor:
ter Mondale." All hedged; none
was so blatant as to say, "We
The letters on the subject of abortion appearing in the Daily Lobo nowprojectthat. ..";and Rather
over the past few weeks have raised some interesting issues and sanctimoniously urged the vopoints of view. However, J.L. Sebottendorf's letter of April 11 raises ters to get out and vote. Still, the
the debate to new extremes of idiocy. Sebottendorf appears to be message was clear. It's all over
arguing that abortion cannot reasonably be compared with Hitler's but the official counting.
For all practical purposes, we
genocide on the grounds that Hitler was justified in what he did.lfthis
have now accepted, in the name
is a joke, it is in the worst possible taste.
What is mot;t disturbing is not Sebottendorf's crass lunacy, but the of press freedom, that the netfact that the Daily Lobo feels obliged to print such drivel (presumably works will tell you at 7 p.m. on
under the misguided impression that "free speech" is at stake).lt is, of voting day that the ballot you
course, desirable in a free society that anyone should be permitted to might plan to cast makes no difprofess whatever foolishness he or she wishes. But Sebottendorf's ference. "Don't (the networks)
letter is libelous slander and advocates mass murder as a method of hear the angry reaction bubbling
up?" asks the Times.
"hygiene." It should not have been printed.
A good question. But if you
Nick Crofts read on in the Times editorial
William Boos (April 5) you discover that its inIsabelle Stroun dignation amounts to no more
Kathleen Toussaint than a "kinship fight" las Jesse
Jackson deliciously calls those
stagy Hart-Mondale rows).
Here, too, we have minor dis·
tinctions weakly struggling to
Editor:
Nazis, consider these facts: The rise to the level of a philosophical
Nazis were anti-gay. The or constitutional difference.
In regards to David May's homosexuals were the first to
Much as the Times may dislike
claim that Hitler was an abortion- go. (They were made to wear the network abuses of exit polls,
ist (April 10 letter), I submit this pink triangles.)The Nazis built an it dislikes any attemptto regulate
quote:
enormous military (for "de- them by law even more and has
"The use of contraceptives fense") and were fervent joined the networks in challengmeans a violation of nature, and nationalists, believing that their ing, in federal court, a Washinga degradation of women, race and nation were "chosen" ton state law designed to keep
motherhood and love. Nazi by God. The German soldier's pofltakers away from voters.
ideals demand that the practice belt buckle was inscribed "Gott
Such a law, the Times says, is
of abortion be exterminated with Mit Uns''- "God With Us." "deeply offensive because it ina strong hand.''
Now, does this sound like any- serts a governmental nose into
-Adolf Hitler one you know, Mr. May?
reporting .... "
While we're looking for someSo here, not for the first time,
one who compares with the
Don Ehlen is paired a patently offensive
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First Amendment Not Alone

--Letters-Letter Labeled 'Libelous'

Hitler No Abortionist, Says Reader
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M. Yoder ,Jr.

According to this theory, the
"preferred" freedoms (including
freedom of the press) are selfjustifying in their own terms; and
those who benefit from them (as
the press does) need not consid·
er their interdependency with
other freedoms or values.
I haven't the least idea when,
or with whom, this self·
interested theory originated. It
may have been a by-product of
the tensions of the fate 1960s,
when the press saw itself as
under siege from John N. Mitchell, Richard Nixon's attorney
general, who seemed to wish to
turn reporters into detectives.
Mitchellism inspired the shield
laws, and the theory of reporters'
privilege; so maybe it was also
the seedbed of the free-standing
First Amendment as well.
It is in any case a dubious
theory. There was a time when
journalists did not hesitate to

view freedom ofthe press as part
of a larger system of interlocking
freedoms.
I caught a strong flavor of it,
recently, when reading some
Walter Lippmann columns of the
1930s. Lippmann was a keen
constitutional scholar, and certainly no enemy ofthe free press.
But he was deeply troubled by
the press abuses arising from the
Lindbergh kidnapping case. In
1935, the Lindberghs finally fled
to England to escape reporters
and photographers who were
claiming an extraordinary right
to violate their privacy. In one of
several shocking incidents, an
automobile in which the surviving Lindbergh son was being
driven to school was forced off
the road- by a pack of tabloid
photographers. They spilled
from their car to take pictures of
the terrified child and his terrified
mother.
You can hear the modern
absolutists saying that, yes, this
was a clear abuse of the freedom
of the camera, and there was
sure to be public anger about it,
but we'll go to court, if need be,
to vindicate our sacred freedom
to take pictures of frightened
children.
What Lippmann said, for his
part, was, "The freedom of the
press, as we know it in America,
is not something apart from (the)
general system of liberty." It was
sensible doctrine then, when
mindless photographers were
tormenting the Lindberghs, and
it is sensible doctrine now, when
the integrity of the voting process is threatened by the abuse
of exit polling.
If unimpaired voting is essential to the preservation of that
"general system of liberty," it
may be vital enough to protect
from abuse by an overweening
press.

WASHINGTON CUP!) - AttorO\!ys argued Monday over whether
handicapped education laws require
Texas school districts to provide
catheterization to an 8-year-old girl,
whose reaction to the solemn Supreme Court proceedings was
"'hlcah."
The arguments before the high
~ourt were just the latest step in a
legal battle more than half as old as
Amber Tatro, a spina bifida victim
attending second grade in the Dallas
suburb oflrving under a court order.
The case centers on whether
under the 1975 Education for All
Handicapped Children Act, school
employees must perform clean intermittent catheterization to empty
Amber's bladder every three to four
hours as part of mandated '' supportive services" or whether the procedure falls under the "medical treatment" category requiring trained
health workers.
"It is a question of access to public education," attorney James Todd
told the justices, "of whether an 8ycar-old girl of no1mal intelligence
and capable of doing regular school
work is able to attend public school
classes with her nonhandicapped
peers with a safe, simple, quick, inexpensive service."
But attorney James Deatherage,
representing the Irving Independent
School District, disagreed.
"I don't find under the law any
authority of guaranteed access to
any particular, specific class, program or activity," he said, "but access to special education and
appropriate education.
"Congress recognized that not all
children are going to be able to be
safely educated in the least restrictive environment," he said. "It recognized the health and safety conditions of the child."
The five-year battle of Henri and
Mary Tatro to force the school district to provide catheterization which involves inserting a steel
tube into Amber's bladder to remove
urine she cannot normally pass - is
supported by nearly 30 groups ranging from the Easter Seal Society to
the American Civil Liberties Union,
They say the 1975 law was
enacted to prevent exclusion and
stigmatizing treatment of handicapped children such as Amber and provides federal funding to help move
disabled children into regular classrooms. The Tatros say Amber soon
may be able to perfonn catheterization herself.
But groups like the National
School Boards Association say if the
high court agrees with Amber's parents, it will put school districts in
the business of providing medical
services they have neither the training nor financial ability to provide,
making them vulnerable to lawsuits
if the procedure is done wrong.
Amber, her legs encased in braces

and her hair in pigtatJs. was clearly
bored by the hour-long court proceedings.
"Bieah." she said when asked
her reaction. She shook her head no
when asked if she wasn't a little
thrilled about being in the nation· s
capital and the Supreme Court.
"She wants to go back to Texas,"
said Mrs. Tatro. "She won't re~lize
the importance of it until she· s
grown up.
"I hadn't been nervous through
the entire thing until now," Mrs.
Tatro added. "I don't know how it
went but l think the justices asked
the right questions.
"What wasn't ·pointed out was
they didn't offer her an alternative,''
said Mrs. Tatro, who said her husband did not attend because' 'he gets
too upset. "
The child's case has been heard
by the Texas Education Agency, the
Texas Board of Education, a federal
court and the 5th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals, The courts have ruled
against district, which has been providing catheterization since 1981.

EL PASO, Texas (UPI)Funeral services are scheduled at I0
a.m. today for three young boys who
were trapped in an unused freezer in
a southern New Mexico community
and died before family members discovered them.
Dead are Danny Cruz, 5, and his
cousins, Mark Cruz, 3, and Raul
Cruz, 4.
The tragedy was discovered
Saturday afternoon at Chaparral.
N.M., on the northeast boundary of
El Paso, after the children had been
missing for about an hour.
Laura Cruz, Danny's sister, said
her father, Ismael Cruz, had purchased the old, chest-type freezer two
weeks ago with the intention of repairing and using it, It was sitting
about 30 yards behind the home, she
said.
She said Danny and his cousins
had been playing outdoors for about
an hour but family members lost
sight of them.
"We remembered the freezer and
found them there," said Miss Cruz.
Mark and Raul were sons of Raul
and Inn a Cruz who live nearby.
The Cruzes called the nearest
ambulance service licensed to operate in New Mexico, from Anthony.
An ambulance dispatcher in tum
alerted the Chaparral Volunteer Fire
Department, since it would take
some 20 minutes for the ambulance
to get to the community, located below the eastern slopes of the Franklin Mountains, just north of the El
Paso city limits.
Volunteer Fire Chief Jimm Norman said his personnel administered
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resuscitation and other first aid until
an ambulance could transport the
victims to William Beaumont Army
Medical Center, where they were
pronounced dead of apparent suffocation, he said.
''Obviously they just climbed
into the thing and the lid dropped and
latched closed," Norman said Monday. "You read about these things
happening. From what I understand,
it just never occurred to the family
the kids could open the lid in the first
place."

Otero County Sheriff's Deputy
David Henley dismantled the freezer
with the help of Chaparral residents
and took it to his headquarters in
Alamogordo to be held until investigation of the accident is completed. Then, he said, it will be returned to the family if the family
wants it.

Miss Cruz said the family docs
not intend to keep the freezer. "Not
now, I don't know what we're going
to do with it, but we're not going to
keep it," she said.
Funeral services will be held at
San Jose Catholic Church in El
Paso, with burial in Concordia
Cemetery.
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abuse of the First Amendment
with an assertion that the states
are powerless, constitutionally,
to do anything about it.
It's another leg on what I have
come to think of as the theory of
the free-standing First Amendment, a freedom ofthe press that
has nothing at all to do with any
other aspect of the constitutional
system.
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Historians Lecture in Honor of Beaumont Newhall
By Fiona Urquhart
New Mexico will play host to 10 .
prominent hhtorians of photography
this weekend.
Two ~ymposiums will be held at
the University of New Mexico ami
the Museum of Hne Arts, Santa fe,
in honor of' Beitumont Newhall, the
world's best known hbtorian of
photography.
''Th1~ is probably the j!athering of
the year for photohisturians,' · s;:!i\1
i'CtL'r Walch. professor of art history
and coordinator of the UNM sympo·
sium.
The UNM lccturc s~ries was organitcd by the faculty of the University's art uCp<!rtment to honor their
colleague. who ha~ been a memb..:r
ol the !'acuity since 1971.
Graduate ~tud~:nts from around
the world tr.wcl to Albuquerque to
~tudy with the nwn who diu so much
to promote photography as u fine art
wo1 thy of scholarly study. and wllll
nurnher~ the great masters .of art
photography amongst his closest
lricnth - Alfred Stieglitz. Edward
Wc~tnn. Paul Strand. Ansel Adams
and Henri Cartier-Bresson.
Nt•wh<tll i<. the fir~t to point out
that photogntphy Wtts originally
hrnu11ht to l.1NM in 1963 by Van
llcrcn Coke. hut noncthdc~~. it i'
~incc Newhall joined thl.' faculty that
l 1NM h~' found it~clr in the forclront of colleges offering a prog.rmn
m plwtohistory.
"We're not a leading "enter
amongst thousands or anything like
that. but we have one of the best
known and most productive gmduate programs in the history of photography," Walch said.
The art department as a whole
fccb a strong sense of responsibility
to the history of photography and the
.\ymposium b an imlication of this
attitude.
Fifty years ago to the month Newhall delivered his fir~t lecture in art
history for the College Art Association at the Museum of Modem Art.
fifty years ltgo tht:e were no
graduate programs in the history of
photography. Fifty years ago a symposium such as this would have been
inconceivable. Fifty years ago there
were no photohi~torians. It's true
that ~incc the beginnings of photo·
graphy people had been inspired to
write about its history. but the: his·
tory of photography as it is studied in
many universities today began with

Both have c;tahlished themselves
tired from museum work, that he
as
authorities in their fields of inbegun to show his photographs. ut
the encouragement of his wife. terest - Clinger on Euward Weston and Greenough on Alfred StiegChristie.
His photographs arc mostly about litz.
Conger and Newhall have recentarchitecture or people. Many of his
ly
worked together on an "Edward
portraits arc of famous photographers. including Cartier- Weston Omnibus." a collection ot
Bresson. who rarely allows himself articles on Weston. many previously
unpublished. which is currently
to be photographed by anyone.
Newhall said he likes to interpret under publicati,m. Conger said the
architel'tural ~tylcs through the iue<~ for the colle..:tion came from a
camera, and hb work includes a <,ty- seminar Newhall held on Weston.
Greenough\ interest in Stieglitt.
lislic study of a Baroque palace in
i
was
also sparked b) a Newhall semi·
Salzburg.
'.!
nar.
"He suggested I try to find all
On the other hand, he doesn't particularly like to photograph land- the articles Stieglitz had ever written
scapes, he said. despite his close and published," she said. This ta;k
friendship with Ansel Adams and proved to C)(tend well beyond the
his respect for his w<ll'k. "!like what seminar project and it developed
man doe.'i. he likes what nature into her master's thesis. From there
she continued her research on Sticgdoes."
His own work, Newhall said. is litl for her dissertation.
Last year Greenough won an
influenced by the Constructiviq
movement of the 1920s. "The American Book Award for Alfred
geometry and graphic structure, as Stieg/it;:: Photograph\ and Writsome people have called it, of my in~:s, for which she wrote the text
and Juan Hamilton. a colleague of
work is ucrivcd from that. ..
In conjunction with the Beaumont Stieglitz's widow, Georgia O'KcefNewhall Lectures at UNM and the fi!, selected the photographs.
Greenough said she first bccam~
Santa Fe symposium, an exhibition
interested
in photography while
of Newhall's photographs, consisting of 50 works and spanning his working on her undergraduate deentire career. will open at the gree at the University of PennsylvaMuseum of Fine Arts in Santa Fe on nia. "I realized the history of photography was a wiue-open field that no
Saturday.
Steven Yates, photography cura- one knew much about," she said.
Conger came to photographic historat the musem. said this retrospective shows how making photgraphs tory from Italian Renaissance art. A
was, for Newhall, an important vast chasm, one might think, beBeaumont Newhall
component in the development of tween the two disciplines. But Conand it was uuring his work on his his writings on the history of photo- ger believes there's a close connecNewhall's scholarship.
tion. "The vision in the Italian ReThis symposium testifies to the master's degree in art, he said, that graphy.
rapid change which the history of he first began to think about the hisThe exhibition is organized by the naissance was directly related to the
photography has undergone in re- tory of photography as a branch of Smithsonian Institute's Traveling demands which led to the invention
cent years. It testifies to the accept- art history.
Exhibit Service, but a number of the of photography. Both arc closely reIn 1935, he was hired as a libra- vintage prints from private collec- lated to the existence and usc of the
ance of photohistory as a respected
part of the University curriculum rian at the Museum of Modem Art. tions have been added for the Santa camera obscura," she said. The
camera obseura, ancestor of the
and to the number of scholars who "Alfred Barr (the director) stopped Fe show only.
arc working in the ficlu ... Most me in the corridor one day and asked
While the UNM symposium will modem camera, was a perspective
scholars of my generation would me if I wanted to do an exhibition of consist of original research by lead- tool used by Renaissance artists.
Other speakers at the UNM sumhave nothing to uo with photogra- photography. 1 said 'Yes!' He told ing photohistorians, the purpose of
phy," Newhall said. "Now photo· me I would have to go to Europe to the Santa Fe symposium is to uiscuss posium arc: Peter C. Bunnell of
Princeton University; Van Deren
grJphy has been accepted by univer· collect. I said 'Yes!'"
Newhall and his career.
That exhibition, "Photography
Coke
of the San Francisco Museum
sities and museums. and interest in it
Yates saiu the symposium is cal1839-1937," became the basis of led "Generations of Influence" be- of Modern Art: Mark Haworthhas incrcascu enormously."
Newhall's text, Tile History of cause Ule three speakers represent Booth of the Victoria and Albert
Since chiluhood, Newhall has Photography, which is now in its three different generations of de- Museum, London; Eugenia Parry
been fascinated by photograplly anu fifth edition and has been translateu velopmental influences on Ne- Janis of Wellesley College; E. Anne
his ambition was to become a film into five languages.
whall's History of Photography. McCauley of the University of
cameraman. But he was destined for
Newhall is less well known as a Newhall, representing the first gen- Texas; Joel Snyder of the University
the cuucational sanctity of Harvard. photographer in his own right. But eration, will share reminiscence of of Chicago; Robert A. Sobicszek of
When he goi there his freshman even before he became interested in photography; Peter Bunnell will dis- George Eastman House; and Kirk
adviser told him. "Photographs are the history of the medium, he was cuss the importance of Newhall's Vamedoe of the Institute of Fine
pictures. so are paintings." So Ne· photographing. It was only after role during his yeats at the Museum Arts. Newhall will also ueliver an
whall chose art history as his field coming to New Mexico, having re- of Mouem Art and George Eastman opening lecture.
The Beaumont Newhall Lectures
House; and Joel Snyder, represent·
ing the younger generation of photo· will be held in the Student Union
historians who have been influenced Building Theater from 9 a.m. to 1
by Newhall's work. will look at the p.m and f.rom 2 to 5 p.m. on Friday.
WHERE ALL THE
influences on the development of the and from 9 a.m. to I p.m. on
Saturday.
The History of Photography.
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.
The symposium, ''Beaumont Ne·
Among the speakers at the Albuquerque symposium are Amy Con- whall: Generations of Influence,"
ger, who received her doctorate in will be held at the Museum of Fine
TICKETS GOING FAST
1982, and Sarah Greenough, a Arts, Santa Fe, from 3:30 to 5:30
Ph.D. candidate. Both are students p.m. Saturday in the St. Francis AuS16
ditorium.
of Newhall's at UNM.
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Sports
UNM Splits Twin Bill, Closes Home Schedule Today
By Eric Maddy

The best relief is no relief. And
what a relief it was for Vince Cappelli.
Freshman pitcher Chri> Romero
gave up just six hits and three runs
while hurling a complete game
Monday, leading the University of
New Mexico baseball team to an 8-3
victory over !4th-ranked San Diego
State in the first game of a doubkheader at Lobo Field.
The Aztecs gained a 10-3 win in
the nightcap behind centcrfielder
Chris Gwynn's five runs batted in.
Scott Kannenberg scattered 11 hits
over nine innings for SDSU.
The split kept UNM and SDSU
tied for second place in the Western
Athletic Conference Southern Division with 4-6 records. Hawaii leads
the conference with a 9-1 record after sweeping Texas-EI Paso Mondav. The Rainhow~ took the tirst
ga;ne at El Pa~o 16-12 and won the
nightcap 8-6. The top two finishers
m the division will make the WAC
playoffs.
Rom~:ro gut the Aztecs in order in
the first. third, fifth and seventh in·
nmgs and gave up one run in each of
the even numbered frames. New
~·lcxico scored two runs in the first
inning and five runs in the third to
give Romero a cushion.
Jay Slotnick, Scott Hoover and
Jim Frcgosi led off the Lobo first
with singles; Slotnick scored on Frcgosi's bouncer up the middle. Greg
Hall grounded into a fielder~ choice
and Logan scorcu, giving UNM a
lead they would never relinquish.
The same foursome led the Lobtl
mlly in the fifth. Slotnick, Hoover
and Fregosi singled again for
another run, and Hall ft~llowed with

an RBI single. James Smith followed with a bloop single to right
field, moving Hall to second, and
both runners advanced on a wild
pit~h by loser Tim Arnsberg (7 ·2).
Bnan Kubala's sacrifice fly scored
Hall and Rob Hich dr,we in Smith
with an infield single.
The Lobos, who had committed
14 errors in the weekend series with
Hawaii, had just two on Monday.
Romero committed the lone miscue
by throwing the ball away on an
attempted pickoff. which allowed
Terry Jones to go to third. He scored
on a sacrifice fly by Joe Holvey.
"I'm only as good as the guys in
the field, and I had a lot of defense
today," said Romero. "(First baseman) Hall, (second basemen Scott)
Hoover and (third baseman) Fregosi
made the plays that I needed.
"We didn't have many errors and
walks and didn't beat ourselves,"
Romero saiu. "When we do get behind it's nice to know that we can
make the plays and we made the
plays today."
Tcxas-EI Paso and Hawaii had
scored 78 nms in their games at
Loho Field but Romero ~aid those
high numbers uidn't bother him.
''You've got to forget about it and
throw strikes," he said. "It was in
the back of my mind that there are a
lot of runs scored in this park but I
ju~t tried not to make any mistakes."
"I've used him a lot in tough
&ituations. and 1 made up my mind
after we blew the gamcSunday to go
with the youngsters," said Lobo
Coach Vince Cappelli. "I rccruitcu
him to be a starter and I knew what
his make up was."
In the second game Lobo starter
Brct Davis also made very few mis·

UNM Athlete Receives
HCAC Softball Honor
For the second week in a row a
University of New Mexico softball player has been named player of the week by the High Country Athletic Conference. This
week, Lobo Meg Connors re·
ceivcd the honor as a result of her
play in Friday's doubleheader
with Utah State.
In those two games, Connors
was 4 for 7 at the plate, scored
one run, had a double, a sacrifice
and two walks. Her batting average was .571, an on-base average
of .667 (she was on base six out
of nine times) and a slugging percentage of .714.
She was errorless in her fielding during both games. "Meg

takes -just seven bits and four
runs in seven innings - but was
roughed up in the eighth. Davis gave
up a double to shortstop .Fiavio
Alfaro, a triple to centerficlder Chris
Gwynn (whose brother Tony is starting in the same spot for the San
Diego Padres) and a single to first
baseman Terry Jones.
What had been a 4-3 game became 7-3 and Lobo relievers Ben
Froemming and Tim Trower gave
up three runs in the ninth for the final
margin.
The only offensive highlights in
the finale for UNM were Rob Hicks'
first home run of the year, a two-run
shot to left field, and Keith Castleberry's double to left-center. Castleberry scored on a single by
Hoover.
Those were the only two extrabase hits by UNM in the second
game. Kannenberg gave up at least
one hit in the first seven innings but
the Aztecs made several stellar plays
in the field and only one other Lobo
runner made it to third base.
"The team that won today was
hitting singles and doubles," said
Cappelli. "We were hitting 409 foot
fly balls today, but the field wasn't
playing for that today. If the wind
had been blowing they could have
been home runs but they wcrcn 't.
"Brett Davis pitched a helluva
game but we couldn't get him any
runs.'' Cappelli ~aid. "We used him
a lot over the weekend and he was
able to come back and give us seven
good innings.
"It was a good game until the
eighth and we had to go to the bullpen, which is like a parade of
wooden soldiers," Cappelli said.
"At least it was a split which kept us
on even keel. I still don't think this

thing will he over until the last
weekend."
The Lobos will conclude their
home season today with a doubleheader at noon at Lobo Field.
KPvi~ Awl<>rsh and Rod Nichols

will b<.! on thL! mound for UNM,
while SDSU coach Jim Dietz Wt!S
unsure who would pitch for the
Anecs. "We've been on the road,
we're tired and we've used 11 lot of
pitchers," Dietz snid.

..

John

St~mora

The UNM Water Polo team hosted a tournament Saturday
and placed third. The Air Force "A" team finished first and the
Air Force "B" team was second.

Alternative Dispute ResolutionA Supermart for Law Reform

has been a consistent player for
the Lobos all season," said UNM
Coach Susan Craig. "This was
by far her best series this year.''

•
New Mexico
Daily Lobo
now hiring
Contact
Camille Cordova
6-11 p.m.
277-7527

A John Field Simms Memorial Lecture by

DOROTHYW. NELSON
United States Circuit Judge
United States Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit

Thursday, April 19, 1984, 8:00 p.m.
The University of New Mexico
School of Law
1117 Stanford, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
l'resentcd by the UNM School of l,nw
}lor more information contact: The UNM School of Law, 277-2146

Pave X, New Mt•xico Daily Loho. Apnl 17, l'J!M

Classified Ads
in the Lobo
get results!
Las Noticlas
TilE LATIN AMERICAN Institute cordially invites
you to its annuul open house on Wednesday, April
18th from 11:30.3:30 p.m. at the LAI courtyard, 801
Yule NE. Special theatre presentation by Teatro
Aguncero, 12:30 p.m.-! :30 p.m. For informMion
call: 277-2961.
4/17
ART STIJDENTS ASSOCIATION endorses
Maureen Hickey and John Shoeppener for vicepresident and preslent of ASUNM. ASA urges 1111 art
~tudents to vote Wed. I.
4/18
('SW PERFORMANCE St:RIF.S presents: Original
Dance and Music. Friday, April 20th (Dance) and
Saturday, April 21st (Music by Dent and Ubana
Pistola). Doth events begin at 8 p.m., "X" Theater,
f inc Arts Jlldg. 50 cents donation.
4/20
"(;;. Y RIGIITS AND the Courts" - a talk by Ann
'>•ale\, UNM law professor, - will take place
4/19
Thursday, Aprill9, 7:30p.m. SUB250 A· D.
UAvt: YOU IIAD an abonion7 We have too. lets
help each other. WEBA - Women Exploited by
Abortion. Information table outside SUD, Wed.,
April IS, 1l:OOa.m. to 1:00 p.m.
4/18
('SW IS IU;nt:l Only SI.SO. Available in 131 Marron
Hnll, UNM Bookstore and local bookstores around
1ampus. Buyonetwo... NOWI.
515
WIW WEST MUSIC sulci 30'1'o40"7o·50o/o off! Snle
extended by popular demnnd through Aprill7, 19841
Hurry!.
4117
C'l.ll07 MEETING? EVENT? Advertise in las
N•lll<'ias. Only 10 cents per I'IOrd per issue for lJNM
<~:t•artments and orgnnilatiom.
tfn

Personals
JHf A. HAI'PY2lst! Sandy, Jnna, Debbie, etc.
4111
llf:V ('UJ·O's. I h~arJ alnt of juke~ about Saturday
m~ht. l·umty n' n .;rutth. (rues~ you h~d to b~ there.
--..,.---.,...,..--4/17
(;ii()i) (P(l( MOF.t.ll Star, l.nura. and R~gma.
4118
\IJ..,"iiin~· ~-WILl. YOl! nurry me·• 11 Y. Mickie.
4117
,(J\~'I'ilXY f,\'!UitN 1 AIJll'i "1m invited
,,.msrtc~' I"Ct to my lmmr IJ1t Thur;uay night l'lhfn
lhaJ a tv.t un I n,i~'i 'Ihltmng, dra'lk all my beer, ate
my ho•nw .:uolu11g, <•liked ail my rice, kept me up all
mg!.!, ct.: I' I HI+ o\Sl, DO IT AuAIN 'iO\U'
Tl'\11:. It wa•~•·1 easy 'ali,!ymg bnth 11f you ot the
; unc tune. I m1:m with !Ire l11mte .:orltmg c•.;., bu! it
""'• Jan tr)wg. >.,tR M0!\1.
411~
M. {Qi-;;'ffi[l' NI.()('KI "i(i the tl~r . •<Hny heat!. J.

DRK'iSMAKING AND ALn:RATJONS. l'eNmdl
fitting~ and origmal destgn~. Call 268·2114 or 888·
3786.
4/20
l VPING/WOIW PROCFA'iSING. letter-quahty
printer. Competitive rates. eves: 831-5888.
5/7
RESUM~:S.
J)JSSt;RTATIONS, 'fH ESIS word
processing - data base management reports. 26~4274.
4/19
TYPING; PAPt:RS, RESUMES, 'Oteses, etc. Pickup and deliver. Call345·1169.
4118
TYPING (IBMJ $1/page. 843-9137.
4118
IIORSEDACK RIDING LESSONS. English and
Western, beginner to advanced, reasonable rates.
4/24
Jeanette, 822·8473.
DO YOU KNOW what you want to do after college7
Precise system supported by computer information
for career planning. Interview, testing, and analyzing
the results to relate to possible Cllfeers. New Mexico
Test and Evaluation Center, 600 ChamR NE, 265·
6451.
4125
TIJTORING- MATIIEMATICS, STATISTICS,
French - Masters degreed instructor. Reasonable.
266-4247 evenings.
4/23
TYPING: $1 PER page. 243·~146.
512
TYPING, TERM PAPt:RS. Reasonable rntes. 299·
1240.
4127
TEST ANXIETY? MEMORY? Retention?
Professional Hypnosis can help. Special student
rates. Free wnsultalion. Cali Human Development
Programs 292-0370.
4120
TYPING; RESEARCII PAPERS, theses, dissertations, charts, graphs In my home. The Other Office
884-6564.
4/27
SPRUCE UP FOR spring! Complementary Mary
Kay facial. Call Debbte Stork, 298-1382.
4/17
80 CENTS/PAGE. Degreed typist. 344-3345
517
UNUSUAl. GJ}'TI POEMS to order! Bordered
parchment paper. Prime Rhymes, 6112 H11rmony
Lane NW, Albuquerque, NM 87107. Tel. 291·3924.
4121
PROt'ESSIONAL TYPING, MARY 88t.l724 days,
265-1088 evening~.
4/30
'filE WORD MILl.: Sh years professional typing,
editing, English MA. Near lJNM. 256-0916,
4/23
WORD PROCESSING: IIIGIIEST quality.
Pissertations, theses, repom. resumes. Spelling,
editmz. 822.0342.
4/18
TYPING NEAR l 1NM Fast, accurate. Call Stephanie
247-3519.
4127
PIANO Lt:.'lSONS: AU. ages, lc\els. Call l.aum

ACCURATt; INHlRMAI"ION ABOUT contraception, sterihntwn, abortion Right To Choose,
;!94·0171.
tfn
I'Rl':GNANCY TESTING & ~ounsllng. Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

Housing
COZY l-PDRM unfurnished apt with fireplce. Two
blocks from Univ. $250/mo plus util. 293-6458. 4/17
ONE OR TWO bedroom house for partial or full
summer sublet, 265-5 117.
4/18
STIJDENT'S FAMILY NEEDS 3·bedroom house for
rent near campus. Cali evenings - 247·3028. 4/20
BV OWNER, 3-BEDROOM adobe. Ncar medical,
law schools. Fireplace, high ceilings, hardwood
Ooor~.
large basement. Covered and fenced
patiolbarbeque. Large two ~ar garage. Assumable
FilA loan at 81fl OJo. Total priee$78,SOO. 293·0377.
4/20
ROOM FOR RENT. Call Oary/Jaoene at 884-0604
after 6:00.
4/20
36 YR 01.0, medical studeut seeking to house sit
4119
beginning In May. Bill - 277-4411, 8-2 p.m.
.FREt; RENT, MEALS, UTILITIES! (telephone,
car77) exchange 2 hours/day housework. Luxoury
home, 1429 Columbia NE. Religious atmosphere.
Non-smoking, clean, quiet, hones!, dependa\>le
worker preferred. 0 rientals welcome. 255-2221. 4/19
NEEO: NONSMOKING, NONDRUGGING, no pet
person to ~hare a 3-bedroom house behind farmers
market. $150, utilities. Steve, 255·1177 or leave
message,
4/18
NEED SUMMER MARRIED student ho\tslng, two
bedroom. 1-. Johnson, Rt.J Box 94A, Bloomfield,
NM 87413. 632·3709.
4/23
ROOMMATE SEEKERS: WANT to share housing
costs? Companionship? Check our file~ for a compatible roommate. 296-0729.
517
TilE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, remation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 UniversitY NE. 243-2494. tfn
FOR RENl': EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E .. S230imo., for one person, $250/mo for 2
pmon~, aU utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

sn

Kramer :6~·1352.

For Sale

TYPIST: TERM PAPERS, resurnes299-8970.
512
14 HOliR TYPING &crvicc.229··510.
4.'24
PROFF.SSIONAI, TYPI"iG. TUF.SF.S. Report$.
IJIM. Campus pickup' delivery. 281·2913.
517
MARC'S c:UJTAR CENTER Quality !mons, ~ales,
rental! nndrep,lirs. 143 llarvord SE. 265·3315.
tfn
CO:IITACT u:!'!SNi ore now vcrv rea!onablc
for every~hing~ <.:all-" Make appointment. Doctor
l'}e <lintc,ncro'.~ froml.aBelleo;, so:; Menaul NE.
k88·4778.
tfn
COl'TA('l"i·POl.ISJti~G. SOLUIIOSS Casey
Opti.ul ~ 'ompany on Lomas j•Jst l'iest ofWa1hington.

1976 VW RABBIT. Gnod condition. 842-1902. 4123
1980 IIONDA 200T, low mileage, runs beautifull)•!
Must sell. $375. 277·2382 or277-2170.
4/23
'73 TOYOTA COROLJ.A. SJI)()(} or best offer. 266986 1·
4123
1982 M(Y£0 GUZZI VSO JIJ, 500c~. 8000 miles. Red,
cafefcrring, radt, new tires, SS·60mpg.266.30SI.
4123
1919 CIIEVETTE. GOOD engme, bOlly, mileage!
519-s or offer. E,·enings - 842·8984.
4123

m

411'1

llcgnwms d Man~ "'~ "•11 ~rerd tu~cthrr. tove
ah>aV'•• I·e_!;~~4.17

St.:ND \'OllR ME..,SAGF. to that special somen·
ncoorfncnd\ and family. Ma"e contact wtth a
mmage m the cla~stficds today. Deadline: I p.rn. the
day before tnstttiun. I' I Marron HaU.
tfn

Food/Fun
J'ARO? CO"i(~ERT1 FOOD? The Daily J.obo hau
rla•e for your classiCieds abcut Rtstaurants, Parties,
Fnod Sal~s and Stores, !.'oncem, etc. Gi\·e the derail$
toJay rn "Food; Fun."
tfn

Services
TIIINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL1 How will
match your undergraduate and graduate
~urriculurni• What is your strategy? Avoid the bo~es
of life. Explore your options. A'ttoday. Send $2 for
our learning for 11 Ufetime primer. Cheshire
Company IUNM) P.O Do~ 2219, West Springfield,
Virginia 22152.
4/17
WORD PROCESSING. RESF.ARCII papeu,
mnnuscnpts, APA, MLA, Chicago styles. ('all Jim,
2~S·21SO.
4120
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kinkO'S

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

19/.:J.'lint :1tyfc::1

OPEN
MONDAY- FRIDAY
8AM-9PM
SATURDAY IOAM-4PM
LOCATED IN NORTH SUB BASEMENT
A little batder to find but worth it.

277-5031
---·~

Get$150off any 16 Oon11nos Ptila
Limited Delivery Area
Offer good at ill AlbUquerque atoreti
One coupon per pitta
Coupon also good for carry-out

I
I
I
3920 Central S.E.
I
I
I
Hours:
11 am- 1 am Sun.-Thurs. I
11 am- 2 a.m Fri. & Sat.
I
I
C' 1984 Dorruno s Ptl.!a Inc

262-1662

I
I
I
I
I
I

75¢0ff
Get 75c off any custom rnade
Oorntncs Ptua and en1ov one
deltCIOUS ptzzal

Limited Delivery Area
Olfet good at 111 Atbuquirqua lltoris
one toupon per pizta
Coupon also good for carry·out

EXPIRES: MAY 12, 1984

til
a
tlllri
(!!!~~~ ~:----- ~~
®

262-1662
3920 Central S.E.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

®

262-1662
3920 Central S.E.

CANNOT AFFORO INSURANCE? There are many
dis<ounts a,·ailable to UNM personnel and uudcnts.
Inquire about affordable and reputable car,
homeowners, life, and health insurance. No pres~urc
or pushy sales pitch. Ask for John at 292.0511 (days
and e>enings).
41!9
NEED HELP MOVINC.? Have truck wilt help you
move, or to Oea market. Cheap plus gas. Call Dan,
255-6196.
4117
CLASSIFIEDS GET RE.'RILTSI Place your ad
today. 131 M?rron Hall.
tfn
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Roswell
Clovis
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Gallup
Northern New Mexico
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For a personal interview
call (505) 266..7888
before 12 noon.
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Albuquerque
Santa Fe
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ACROSS
1 Foul air
5 Pleased
9 World: Pref.
14 Vetch
15 Swiss river
16 Performed
17 Aloud
18 Scandinavian
character
19 Lengthy look
20 Belanger:
Suff.
21 Belittles
23 Brles
25 Slipper
26 Encountered
27 Garment
29 Pop's mate
32 Heroic
poems
35 Dogtrot, e.g.
36 Half: pref.
37 Lovers' 38 Desk
39 Weave
40 Edge
41 Tumult
42 Simple song
43 High priest
44 German
philosopher
45 Cozy room

!.f3ol'dfu..:!z:.jl'lint

1

Miscellaneous

!

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

d'(tyht-f~u.nt.f ;uj_ti(ieJ

I
I

FOUND: PSYCHOLOGY NOTEBOOK left in l.obo
newMoom. Identify and claim at 131 Marron Hall.
4119
Cl.AIM \'OUR LOST pos•essions at Campus Police
8:~ a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

*~~~~~3~~~H~~~~~~3~~~r

ASUNM
DUPLICATING CENTER
..:.f~e5unu. CI!Jfl in9 ~E 'i.ulce

DOMINO'S II $1.50 Off
PIZZA
I
I
DELIVERStM I
I
FREE.
1 EXPIRES: MAY 12, 1984

Lost&Found

~

Wlraeon

2312 Central SE

SCUBA DIVING TOUR- Mexico for certified
divers or stuents - Come Scuba. 294-5269 - leave a
4120
message.
TAKING A TRIP1 Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs In the Daily Lobo.
tfn

ALASKAN SUMMER JOBS: For Information send
S.A.S.E. to Alaskan Jobs, Box 4()235, Tucson,
Arizona 85717.
4125
SIIOT OF GOLD accepting applications for parttime cocktail l'laitress. No experience necessary.
Apply In person only to a.m. to 12 p.m. Monday thru
Fr!day,OnSanMateoatloma.s.
4tl7
PEACE CORPS NEEDS math and science teachers
to serve In developing countries for 2 yr. assignments.
College degree with major or minor in math/science.
Call277-2961 for information.
4120
WORK STUDY POSITION, Research assistant at
Bureau of Business and Economic Research on
campus. Summer included. Call for interview, Z71·
8299.
4il9
DANCERS WANTED! JOB guaranteed, sal~ry
guarnnteed. Must be advanced in jazz, female, and
over 21. NC' traveling, good hours, other advantages.
JOB TO BEGIN AT ONCE!' Hurry, call 265-3067
aftcrl2 p.rr;.
4/17
WANTED: STABLE II Ell' for private $1\0W$ stable.
Person must be experienced with horses. Prefer
person who can groom and braid. Will provide in
return .mall gues1 house, riding privileges, and use of
swimming pool. 344-7568 evenings.
4,19
HOUSEKEEPER l HOURS;day. Exchange rent,
meals! See "Housing".
4,19
$360 WEEKl.Y/t:p mailing circulars! No
bosses/quotas! Sincerely interested ~end ~elf·
addressed, stamped envelope: Di>I~ion Headquartm,
4118
Dox464lEV, Woodstock,ll60098.
TUOl1SANnS OF JOBS; We .:an Instantly CXP(''e
your re\ume to thousands of employen throughout

-- ·c;overed

TODAY!!!
Stop waiting till tomorrow.

Travel

Employment

;:;;;;:;;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;t;fn~ '76 UOSDA CIVIC. Runs but need! clutch. $700 or

ilwA\i.;i, ill.t•PY l3~d \lir~::W'tht~ be the

the l! .S. and the world through our computerized
employment data-bank. ARS. 9301 Indian School
Rd. NE. 296-0729.
517
AIRLINES IIJRING, $l4-S39,0001 Stewardesses,
reservationist! Worldwide! Call for guide, directory,
newsletter. 1-916-944-4444 xNewMeldcoAir.
4127
OVERSEAS JOBS. SUMMER, yr. round. Europe,
s. Amer., Australia, t\sia. All Oelds. $900-2000 mo.
Sightseeing. Free Info. Write IJC, PO Dx 52·NMI,
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
4tl7

b~st offer. 897-2706.
4120
FOR SALE VAN Halen tickets, 25S-375S.
41!9
1974 OLDS DELTA, 68,000 miles, good body and
engin~. needs seat covers. 892-8018.$1000.
4/17
1958VOLVO $1200. 268-947S.
4/19
1919 FORD MUSTANG 4-speed, 4 cylinder, good
condition. $2900. 881-0736.
4118
VIDEO TERMINAL. NEW SJ600, sell $800.
Hazeltine model 80 VT- 100 Emulator. Works on
VSPC UNIX and VMS. Tom 822·8108.
4125
1981 IIONDA CM400T, low mileage, rum
beautifully! Must sell. $780. Anne268-0768.
4/18
CARS. 76 PINTO Wagon, 73 Buick, 74 Torino, 74
Ford. Custom, 268-2652.
4124
1974 SUPER BEETLE great shape. Call292·l831.
4/17
FOR SALE- AUDIO file grade stereo cassette tape
deck, JVC 1\065 with built·ln spectrum
analyzer - must sell immediately. $200 Call Mike at
268-7286 anytime.
4119
CLASSIFIEDS WORK! SELL your bicycle, stamp
collection or what-have-you in the New Mexico Daily
Lobo classified advertisements.
tfn

46 Gets tanned
48 Deletion
52 Caught
56 Instrument
57 Face tint
58 Clothes
59 City sliCker
60 Russian guild
61 Thoroughfares
62 Two of a kind
63 Lagers
64 Gentlewoman
65 Opening
DOWN
1 Patient
2 Bog
3 Harangue
4 Harden
5 Stone
6 Commends
7 Eng.
composer
8 Elk's kin
9 Eject: 2 wds.
10 Relating to
eight
11 Utterance
12 Bare
13 Verses
21 Occupies
22 Strike

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

24 Cabaret host
27 Stiff shoe
28 Rhythm
30 Fail to say
31 Parasiteinfested
321nstead
33 Container
34 Unresolved:
2Wds.
35 Profit
36 Cheats
38 Nonsense
42 Washed up

44 Bends down
45 Chic
47 Prodder
48 Bordered
49 Regular
50 AMorFM
51 Exercise
52 Bedouin
53 Skin opening
54 And others:
abbr.
55- Scotia
59 War vlctlms:
abbr.

